Unramified Whittaker functions and their analogues occur naturally in number theory as terms in the Fourier expansions of automorphic forms. Precise information about these functions is useful in many aspects of study, such as in the construction of L-functions. In this paper, the method of Casselman and Shalika is used to derive explicit values for the analogue of the unramified Whittaker function in a distinguished model that arises in connection with quadratic base change.
Introduction
The unramified Whittaker functions and their analogues play an important role in modern number theory, arising naturally as terms in the Fourier expansions of automorphic forms. It is generally desirable (whenever possible) to calculate explicit values for these functions, as the information proves useful in many aspects of study related to the automorphic form (for example, in the construction of associated L-functions). When an automorphic representation possesses a Whittaker model or another suitable unique model, the method described in [3] may be used to compute an explicit formula (the Casselman-Shalika formula) for the values of the unramified Whittaker function (or the analogous function).
In this paper, we consider the following distinguished model that arises in connection with quadratic base change and the theory of the Asai L-function (see [1] , [5] , and [6] ). The existence and uniqueness of this model was established by Hakim in [4] . Let F be a nonarchimedean local field of characteristic zero and with odd residue characteristic, and let qF denote the cardinality of the residue field. Let E/F be an unramified quadratic extension of F. Let tfs denote the ring of integers in E. Put Ge = GL(2, E), Gf = GL(2, F), and Ke = GL (2, cfß) . If (n, V) is an irreducible, admissible, unramified principal series representation of Ge that is trivial on the center Ze of Ge , it is known that:
(i) There exists a nonzero spherical vector <j>° £ V, unique up to complex constant, such that n(k)(j)0 -<j)° for all k £ KE .
(ii) There exists a nonzero linear functional T : V -> C, unique up to complex constant, such that T(n(g)<f>) = T(<p) for all g £ GF and <j> £ V (see [4] ).
As % is in the principal series, cff may be regarded as a complex-valued function on Ge ■ In §6, it is shown that T(4>°) ^ 0. Thus, we can normalize the constants in (i) and (ii) so that <t>° -1 on KE , and T(<f>°) = 1. Now let & be the vector space of all locally-constant complex-valued functions on Ge that satisfy f(gg') = f(g') for all g £ GF and g' £ Ge ■ The group Ge acts on S by right translation. Let &(n) denote the invariant subspace of S spanned by functions Q^ of the form Q,¡,(g) = T(n(g)<¡>). The map <f> >-> Q^ yields an isomorphism of (/^-modules V = S(n), and S(n) is called the distinguished model for V.
For the above model, the correct analogue of the unramified Whittaker function is the function Q0 = Q^ given by Q0(g) = T(n(g)cj)0) for all g £ GE ■
Observe that Qo is a well-defined function on the double cosets of Gf\Ge/Ke , hence it suffices to compute Qo on the complete set of double coset representatives {A/*. : k = 0, 1,2,...} described in §3. The main result of this paper (proved in §6) is the following:
Theorem. Let tx £ GL(2, C) be the Satake parameter of n, and let \/k be the k th symmetric tensor representation of GL(2, C) for each k > 0. Then:
and if k > 2 Qo(Mk) = q;k(qF -\rx(qFTT(Vktx) -(qF + l)Tr(Vfc-'^) + Tr(Vk-2tx)).
Some notation
Let v be a fixed valuation of E (which restricts to a valuation of F ), and fix once and for all a prime element w in F such that v(w) = 1 (this is possible since E/F is unramified).
Let &E denote the ring of integers of E, pE its unique maximal ideal, and cf£ its group of units. Let qE be the (odd) cardinality of the residue field e/pe , and let \-\E = Q~v^ be the absolute value symbol for E corresponding to v . We similarly define cff , pF , tfj? , qF , and | • \F = q~v^ . Then qE = q2 and I -U = I -1| -As E/F is quadratic, E = F (p.) for some p £ tf£ -cf£ with p2 £ cfp . Then E = F © pF and c?e = &f ® P$f ■ By Hensel's lemma, the image of t = p2 in the residue field cfp/pF is a quadratic nonresidue.
For G = GL(2), let P be the standard Borel subgroup of G, let ./V be the unipotent radical of P, and let Z be the center of G. The Weyl group W of G consists of the elements {e, w0} , where « = (',) and wQ -(, ' ). Once and for all, fix £ = (';)eC£.
An additive Haar measure dx on F is said to be normalized if vol (cff) -1. A multiplicative Haar measure dxy on Fx is said to be normalized if dxy = \y\Fldy for some normalized additive Haar measure dy on F . By the Bruhat decomposition, GF -Pf U PfwqPf . Then ZF\PF has measure 0 in Zf\Gf and the matrices
Uy ^Voi1
Xiy. 
Double coset decomposition
The It follows that ^(e) can be expressed as a sum of three integrals:
The first two integrals converge absolutely (by a straightforward calculation) whenever \ß\ > 1, and the last integral converges absolutely for all ß since it is the integral of a continuous function over a compact region. D For dominant characters x > the lemma in §6 shows that T(dfi) ¿ 0, and we can define TO») for <f> £ Vx. Then T : Vx -> C is the unique linear functional that satisfies T(n(g)4>) = T(4>) for all g £ GF , <f> £ Vx , and T(<f) = 1.
Aflat section is a collection {4>x £ lnd^(ô^x) '• X unramified} such that <f>x\K is independent of x ■ It follows from the Iwasawa decomposition that every flat section {4>x} is equicontinuous; that is, there exists an open neighborhood Kç of the identity, which is independent of x » such that 4>x is A^-fixed for every x ■ It follows that for each k £ KF, (1 -(ßqF)~l)(l -ß-x)&n(g')<t>x(k) continues to an entire function of ß, and as KF is compact, it follows that (1 -(ßqF)~l)(l -ß~l)T(n(g')(j)x) has this continuation as well. For each unramified character x . let r/>° be the unique Ä^-fixed vector in lnd$E(S^x) such that (f)°x = 1 on KF. Then the collection {<f>0x} is a flat section. The lemma in §6 shows that n9x) (i-ß-x)
for dominant x > hence: Thus, Qo(Mk) continues to an entire function of ß for each k. Bearing in mind that the Satake parameter for n is the matrix tx = (a ß) £ GL(2, C), then Tr(\/ktx) -Sk(a, ß) for each k > 0, whence the theorem is established. D
